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 1  Introduction and Theory1

 1.1 Definitions for noise figure

Noise factor (and its cousin, noise figure) is a measure of the amount of noise added by a block in a
system.  The most common definition is:

F � SNR i

SNRo

eq. 1

The off icial definition recognized by the IEEE (actually, by the Institute of Radio Engineers, a
predecessor to the IEEE) is independent of any input or output signal level.  Its derivation uses a
source with a noise power proportional to kBT as the input to an ampli fier.  Using such a
configuration, the output of a noiseless ampli fier would be the noise signal, multiplied by the gain of
the ampli fier, with a spectrum equal to the noise bandwidth (also known as the “brickwall ”
bandwidth) of the ampli fier ( eq. 2).  The output of a noisy ampli fier would includes the noise added
by the gain stage ( eq. 3).

N out , src
� kB T 0 B Gav eq. 2

N out , noisy
� kB T 0 B Gav

�
N a eq. 3

Where kB is Boltzmann's constant, T0 is the reference temperature, typically 290K2,  B is the noise
bandwidth (also known as the “brickwall ” bandwidth), and Gav is the available power gain of the
stage, and Na is the noise added by the stage.  So, the noise factor is simply the ratio of the available
noise power at the output of the noisy ampli fier to that at the output of the noiseless ampli fier. Noise
figure is simply noise factor expressed in decibels.

F � kB T 0 B Gav
�

N a

kB T 0 B Gav

; NF � 10log
�
F � eq. 4

 1.2 Techniques for measuring noise figure

Obviously, making an actual measurement using either of these definitions is not very practical,
given that it is nearly impossible to measure the signal strength independent of noise, nor can we
measure the noise of an ampli fier alone.  Furthermore, any measurement equipment we use will
invariably contribute noise of its own.  It is also extremely diff icult to measure of the gain-bandwidth
product of an ampli fier accurately.

So how do we solve this problem?  The answer is to take the measurement using noise sources at two
different temperatures (say, T0 and a higher temperature Th.) These sources can be resistors (kept at
two precisely controlled temperatures) or a noise diode.  By using sources at two different
temperatures, we obtain two output noise powers:

N 1 � kB T 0 B Gav � N a eq. 6

1 Much of this section is derived from Lee, Thomas H. “Noise Figure Measurement” , EE414 Handout
#9, April 4, 2000.

2 Why 290K?  Because at 290K, kBT=4.00x10-21 Joules, a “round” number.
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N 2 � kB T h B Gav
�

N a eq. 7
If we plot noise power as a function of temperature, we see that these two points lie on a line with
slope kBBGav, and y-intercept Na , as shown in Figure 13.  We can now use our definition in  eq. 4 to
compute the noise factor:

F � kB T 0 B Gav
�

N a

kB T 0 B Gav
� 1

� N a

kB T 0 B Gav
� 1

� N a

T 0�
�

N�
T �

eq. 8

If we define an “excess temperature”  Tex=Th - T0 and use  eq. 6 and  eq. 7:

N a � N 1 � �N 2 � N 1

T ex
�T 0 eq. 9

N 2 � N 1 � kB T ex B Gav eq. 10

F � 1 � N 1 � T 0

�
N 2 � N 1 	 
 T ex�

N 2 � N 1  �
T 0 
 T ex  �

�
T ex 
 T 0 �

N 2 
 N 1  � 1
eq. 11

The ratio Tex/T0 is known as the excess noise ratio (ENR) when the noise powers are being measured
into a 50•  load.4  The ratio N2/N1 is known as the “Y factor.”  It should be obvious from <FIG> that
the lower temperature need not be equal to T0 for us to obtain the slope and intercept of the line.  If
the cold temperature is some temperature Tc •  T0, we can adapt  eq. 11 to give us a more general
equation:

F �

T ex

T 0
� Y �T c

T 0
� 1�

Y � 1

eq. 12

We now have a method for obtaining accurate measurements for noise factor.

3 Source: Lee, Thomas H. “Noise Figure Measurement”, EE414 Handout #9, April 4, 2000.
4 Be careful! Tex/T0 = ENR only when the load is 50• !!!  Tex/T0 is still a valid quantity to use when

measurin noise factor, but one cannot call it ENR.

Figure 1: Noise power vs. temperature
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 2 Measuring Noise Figure Using the HP 8591E and the HP 85719A5

 2.1 The HP 85719A Noise Figure Measurements Personality

The HP 8591E spectrum analyzers in the EE133 lab are equipped with a software package, the HP
85719A noise figure measurements personality, which allows the spectrum analyzer to measure noise
figure.  In order to measure noise figure, the HP 85719A works in conjunction with the HP 346B
noise source and HP 87405A preampli fier.

 2.2 Activating the HP 85719A

The noise figure measurement personality is a separate function from the HP 8591E's spectrum
analyzer.  To activate the personality, press the ��������������  key on the front panel, and then NF&GAIN
softkey.  To go back to the spectrum analyzer personality, press ��������������  and then Spectrum
Analyzer.

NOTE: When in NF&GAIN mode, DO NOT press the DISPOSE softkey.  This will delete the noise
figure measurement personality from the system (and irritate your TA).

 2.3 Setting up the HP 85719A

Before measuring noise figure, the HP 85719A must be configured and calibrated for the individual
noise source, preampli fier, and cables that you are using for your measurement.

 2.3.1  Self-Test

To confirm that the measurement personality has been installed properly and the preampli fier and
noise source are working, you should perform a self-test the first time you use the HP 85719A.  To
perform the self-test, first connect the spectrum analyzer, noise source, and preampli fier as shown in
Figure 2.  The “28 VOLTS SWITCHED” is a BNC port on the back of the HP 8591E and serves as
the power supply for the HP 346B.  In some cases, a BNC cable may already be connected.  To avoid
having to climb behind the lab benches repeatedly, please leave this cable in place once attached.

5 Much of this section is adapted from the HP 85719A User's Guide.  The User's Guide is also the
source of all figures in this section.
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To activate the measurement personality, press the ��������������  button, and select the NF&GAIN softkey.
From the measurement personality' s main menu, press SELF TEST twice.  After approximately two
minutes, the test should return a PASS status.  If it does not, consult the HP 85719A User' s Guide.

 2.3.2 Configuring for measurements

The HP 85719A requires several measurement parameters to be set in order to take accurate
measurements. In general, these parameters are:

� Measurement frequencies and number of measurement points
� Time-BW parameters
� External Losses
� Preamplifier Gain
� Noise source case temperature and ENR data

 2.3.2.1 Measurement Frequencies

Use the following steps to enter the measurement frequencies:
1. Press Config in the main menu
2. Press Freq Menu
3. Under Conversion YES NO select NO if measuring an amplifier, YES if measuring a

frequency converter (mixer).
4. Enter the start and stop frequencies for your device using the START FREQ and STOP

FREQ softkeys.  If you are measuring a mixer, you will need to enter start and stop
frequencies for both the IF and RF ports.

5. Press Previous Menu to return to the main menu
6. Press POINTS to enter the number of points, from 1 to 401.  More points gives better

resolution, but increases measurement time.

 2.3.2.2 Time-BW parameters

The time-BW parameters allow the user to adjust the tradeoff between measurement repeatability
error and measurement time.  This can be calculated automatically by the measurement personality or
set manually.  For this course, we will use the automatic configuration.

Figure 2: Self-Test setup
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 2.3.2.3 External Losses

External losses are factored in to the measurement when using cables or hardware that have known
losses.  These can be entered from the External Losses menu.  The different types of losses are
explained on pages 2-13 through 2-21 of the User' s Manual.  For the purposes of this course, we will
assume that the cable losses are negligible.  (The reader is, of course, welcome to measure them!)  Be
sure to use the shortest cables possible, keeping in mind not to leave things suspended in mid-air!

 2.3.2.4 Preamplifier Gain

The gain of the HP 87405A is available from the datasheet.  To enter the gain, press Config from
the main menu, then press More 1 of 2.  Press PREAMP GAIN and enter the known, minimum
preamplifier gain.

 2.3.2.5 Noise source parameters

The temperature of the noise source, as well as the variation in ENR with frequency are important
factors in noise figure measurement.  In the case of ENR, each noise source is different, so you will
need to enter this information each time you use a different noise source.  Thankfully, the HP 8591E
has internal registers that can store the data for several noise sources.

To enter the source temperature, press  Config from the main menu, then press More 1 of 2,
and SOURCE TEMP.  For room temperature, use 21o C (the default setting.)

To enter ENR data, when using a noise source for the first time:
1. From the main menu, press Config, More 1 of 2, then Edit ENR Data. The

screen will show the last ENR table used.  A sample screen is shown in Figure 3.
2. Press SERIAL NUMBER to enter the serial number of the noise source.  For the HP 346B

sources we have for EE133, use the last 4 digits of the serial number.
3. Use the SELECT POINT, SELECT FREQ, and SELECT AMPLITUD softkeys to edit an

existing ENR data point.  You can use the arrow keys on the front panel of the instrument
to move the cursor.

4. When finished, press Edit Done.
5. To store the ENR data, press ��������������  on the front panel, then press  ENR --> INTRNL

and enter an unused register number.  You can find out which registers are used by
pressing �	��
������	��
����� , then INTERNAL --> ENR.  ENR data is saved into the registers
marked TR#.  When saving your ENR data, simply enter the register number (without the

Figure 3: The ENR data table editor screen
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TR prefix.)

To recall a saved noise source:
1. Press the ���������	����������	�  key on the front panel.
2. Press INTERNAL --> ENR to display the stored ENR tables.
3. Use the arrow keys on the front panel to highlight your desired data table.
4. Press LOAD FILE to load the ENR data table into memory.

 2.4 Performing the noise figure measurement

 2.4.1 Calibration

Before measuring the noise figure, the setup must be calibrated for the preamplifier, noise source,
and cables you use.  You must recalibrate any time you change one or more of these components.

The calibration setup is identical to the self-test setup shown in Figure 2.  When making the
measurement, your DUT (device under test) will be placed between the noise source and
preamplifier.  For the connection between the noise source and preamplifier, use the same cables you
will use for the measurement, but connect them with a “through” adapter (affectionately known as a
“barrel”.)  

 2.4.2 Measuring the noise figure of an amplifier

The measurement setup for amplifiers is shown in Figure 4.  

To measure noise figure, first specify the frequency parameters as outlined in section 2.3.2.1, and
calibrate the setup.  Once calibration is complete, press Measure.  You will see a plot similar to that
shown in Figure 5.  During the measurement, a new menu will appear from which you can activate
markers, enter a title for the measurement, change the reference level and scale, or change the sweep
mode.
If you want to measure a mixer, see pages 2-38 through 2-42 in the User' s Guide, or Agilent
Application Note 57-1, “Fundamentals of RF and Microwave Noise Figure Measurements.”

Figure 4: Amplifier noise figure measurement setup
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 3 Further Reading

Agilent Technologies, “Fundamentals of RF and Microwave Noise Figure Measurements.”
Application Note 57-1, 2000.

Hewlett-Packard Company, HP 85719A Noise Figure Measurements Personality User's Guide.
October 1992.

Lee, Thomas H., “Noise Figure Measurement”, EE414 Handout.

Figure 5: Amplifi er noise figure and gain plot example


